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Part 1: Statistical Information

Table 1 shows the distribution of the candidates’ grades for the May 2016 Advanced Level Philosophy
Examination

Table 1:

GRADE A B C D E F abs TOTAL
NUMBER 14 20 32 19 8 5 13 111

% OF TOTAL 12.6 18.0 28.8 17.1 7.2 4.5 11.7 100

Part 2: Comments on the candidate’s performance

Paper 1

Section A: Logic and Reasoning (1, 2, 3, 4)

The majority of the students chose question three. This does not mean that they got the highest marks
from this section. But on the whole they did very well in it. The other three sections’ choice was evenly
distributed. Each question  had a number of students that managed to answer it all correctly except
question four. Very few students got this question completely correct. Question 2 was answered correctly
by most and question one, being the new addition to the syllabus, was chosen as much as questions two
and four and was answered correctly by many students as well.

Some students left some questions completely blank and this resulted in an inevitable loss of marks.
Some others lost some marks due to mistakes in the working of truth-tables resulting in wrong answers,
or giving wrong reasons for their answeres. But on the whole, although very few students got full marks,
the majority scored over twenty nonetheless. Only a handful of students scored below ten.

Section B:  Ethics and Society (Compulsory Question No. 5)

In the compulsory essay about Kantianism, the student had to choose two out of three topics of
discussion; virtue and happiness, the hypothetical and categorical imperatives and the universalizability
test. The topic chosen by most students was virtue and happiness. Some did not entirely succeed in
discussing properly the subject at hand, resulting in going a:bout the subject from a generic point of view.
Nonetheless, there were a good amount of students who answered in great detail and got good marks.

The other two topics were answered correctly by the majority of students. The second most chosen topic
was the universalizability test and the majority knew the content, with the exception of very few. When
students chose the hypothetical and categorical imperatives, many knew what these were and many
others wrote more in detail and got better marks. Still, there were cases were either one imperative was
described correctly and the other one was not, or in some cases both were not known. this inevitably
resulted in loss of marks.

When the universalizability test and the imperatives were combined in an essay, the students achieved
better marks than when they chose one of these two topics combined with virtue and happiness. This
shows that these subjects seemed to be understood much better and so they went into great detail in
explaining what they knew. It was very rarely the case that students did not know these topics, but
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nonetheless there were a number of students who did not answer correctly, resulting in lower marks.
There were also a number of students who wrote about all three topics, in which case they were given
marks for first two topics discussed. On the whole it was understood that the students knew the content
for the essay and mostly performed well in it.

Section B: Ethics and Society (Question 6, 7, 8 )

Question 6

In the essay about Nietzsche’s will to power and the overman, the majority of students got very high
marks. This essay was chosen by the majority of students from all the other options. This shows clear
understanding of Nietzsche’s philosophy and the concepts discussed. There were some cases where the
will to power or the overman, or both, were not explained properly but this occured rarely.

Question 7

In the essay about Socrates’ arguments against Protagoras, the students did well but could do better.
This was the second most chosen essay after Nietzsche’s essay. In their essays, some students focused
on either Socrates alone or Protagoras alone, resulting in loss of marks. But many argued about both
philosophers and compared and contrasted their views, resulting in good essays.

Question 8

The essay about morality in cyberspace was a new addition to the syllabus. There were few students who
opted for this essay but the few who did, showed great competence in this newly-introduced subject.
Different students chose different perspectives and ideas that made each essay unique. Very high marks
were achieved in this essay.

Paper 2

Key Questions in European Thought (Compulsory Question)

Section A:  Question 1

This compulsory question was the one in which students lost most marks. It was set on Aristotle’s politics
and was divided into five sub-questions. In general students seemed to be uncomfortable, at times giving
either very short answers, going out of point, repeating the same answer in all sub-questions, going round
in circular arguments or even leaving some parts out. Either the students were not sufficiently confident
with the topic or they found it hard when asked to answer specific questions on the topic.

Section B:

Questions 2

This question was focused on the debate between free will and determinism. It was noticed that a high
number of students answered this question in the same way. The question was quite open-ended and
could be answered from different angles. These students all responded using a good chunk of their essay
on a particular school of thought (that being Stoicism).
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Question 3

This question was on Augustine and Aquinas, regarding the problem of evil. A good portion of students
also answered this question. Most did very well and seemed to be very well read in the subject. A good
thorough overview of both philosopher theologians’ views were presented by most students, making links
to different facets of the subjects, sometimes with examples.

Question 4

This question was the most popular one amongst the students. It was a question concerning modern
philosophy as a whole epoch. The majority of the answers were very well written and extensive in detail.
There was a small amount of students who confused philosophers, and switched the rationalists with the
empiricists, and vice versa.

Question 5

Fewer students chose this question on J.L.Austin. Those who did fared quite well and seemed quite
confident in the topic.

Question 6

This was the least chosen question. Very few answered this question. This clearly shows that philosophy
of language is still quite unpopular amongst students.

In general, most students fared well in the choice questions. The essays were well structured and to the
point. Students seemed well prepared. The difference between students who scored high marks and
others with lower marks was that the former presented a much tighter presentation, using their knowledge
of the subject in an argumentative way instead of merely jotting down the main points.
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